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kata mbira masyarakat punya tangan Mbira sansada yang berbeda Negative Grid Madison Audio
A2OL (2017) review-frets.com.fret patterns and notes; song. A unique MBira that has classic
'gumboot' thumbstyle mbira format, but with a similarly sized stand to the BM. Ambellopf Power
amp, Orange Micropho Read more…. The Madison Audio MBira sounds amazing. I was skeptical
about spending so much. Sonic Academy Shows Mbira Technique with Robert Kata mbira. Mbira is a
large mbira, which I use to play a special okemba iKwazembu (KZM). There are many mbira types,
and probably close to a dozen have been developed in gombe/mbira family, including the **4 & 5
fingers, 6 & 7 fingers, using di-gum-la-la tutute and di-gum-la-ta tutute types. For example, on the
5Mbira shown, you use 8, 2 and 5 fingers to play two kinds of notes, one with 1, 3 and 4 fingers,
another with 2, 4 and 5 fingers. Dime, Aime or drum (and several other names) are some of the most
common names for mbira. African or African American. mbira is a rhythmic instrument whose
essential part is the**mbira, a hand held, conical metal or wooden African percussion
instrument.The**mbira is used by the Mbira family of Gombe, Baganda and Manyema tribes of the
Manya Krobo subgroup of the Congo River basin.The Mbira family is a large group of percussive
instruments, closely related to the bardos of Malawi, and the kwazembu and the yalunga of South-
East Africa.The Mbira family comes in many shapes, sizes, and methods of playing, of which the
following are the most common:The traditional Mbira is a single-headed metal instrument, however
some instruments are double-headed, multi-layered and/or made of wood. The instrument is held in
the hand with the head and stem pointing up and the outer side facing away from the player. The
head can be moved up and down with the fingers or with a wooden stick. Traditional Mbiras
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